The effect of simulated leg length discrepancy on lower limb biomechanics during gait.
Understanding the effects of leg length discrepancy (LLD) on the biomechanics of gait and determining as to what extent of LLD alters gait is essential. A total of 91 biomechanical data were assessed from 14 lower limbs of healthy individuals walking under random conditions: shod only and with a 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 and 40 mm sole lift. Lower limb kinematics and dynamic leg length (DLL) were measured by a motion capture system. Hotelling's T-Square test was used to evaluate the differences in DLLs throughout the gait cycle in conjunction with differences between the sides based on the maximal stance phase and minimal swing phase DLLs. Kinematics were compared using the one-way blocked analysis of variance and Post-hoc analysis by the paired t-test. Significant dynamic shortening of the longer limb, mainly during the swing phase, and significant change in maximal stance and minimal swing phase DLL relationship started at a 10 mm lift condition (p < 0.05). Thirteen kinematic variables produced a significant angular main effect (p < 0.05), with a more flexed position of the longer limb and extended shorter limb beginning at a 5 mm lift. An increase in hip abduction and external foot rotation during the swing phase was also found. This study demonstrates that simulated LLD, as low as 5 mm, causes biomechanical changes in the lower limbs during gait revealed in both kinematics and dynamic leg length, suggesting that LLD, as small as 5-10 mm, should not be ignored.